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81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman
Dear Chief:
In

preparation

I

have

focused primarily on a

reexamination of Pennhurst.

The

case presents

constitutional question.

a

major

Court accepts John 1 s

for

next

views,

week 1 s

cases,

there will be

If the

little

force

left in the Eleventh Amendment.
In view of your willingness to exchange views
with me, I enclose a memorandum that I hope you will find
helpful.

Although the memorandum was prepared primarily

by one of my new clerks,

he and

together in its preparation.

I have worked closely

At my request, he reviewed

every case relied upon by John and me in our respective
draft

I

opinions.

conclusions

reached

think
in

you

the

will

find

memorandum

are

that

-

the"

strongly

supported both on principle and judicial authority.
I

do

not

suggest,

authority supporting John 1 s

Chief,

that

there

is

no

view that a federal court -

exercising pendent jurisdiction - may ignore the Eleventh
Amendment.

I do make two statements unequivocally:

(i)

the cases relied upon by John did not expressly address

2.

and

hold

against
state

that

a

the

state

law;

and

Eleventh

official
(ii)

Amendment

for

permits

prospective

the cases he cites,

a

relief

suit
under

quoting dicta,

were early decisions and the theory on which they relied
was specifically addressed and rejected in Larson.
Larson was decided in 1949,

Since

I know of no case that even

arguably supports the reasoning of John's draft.
In addition,

John's treatment of Larson in his

draft dissent is flatly inconsistent with his treatment of
that case only a year earlier in his plurality opinion for
the

Court

Salvors,

in

Inc.

Florida

Department

of

State

- an opinion which you joined.

v.

Treasure

In Treasure

Salvors, John stressed that Larson controls the issue of
Eleventh Amendment immunity when state officials are sued
in federal court for alleged violations of state law.
U.S.L.W.

5056,

5061

(1982).

Treasure Salvors as whether

John

stated

the

the conduct was

50
' ,.
test ' in

"undertaken

without any authority whatever." 50 u.S.L.W., at 5063.
his proposed dissent

in Pennhurst,

however,

In

John simply

repudiates Larson as "nothing more than a simple contract
dispute

regarding

property,"

without

the

sale

relevance

dissent, at 16-17, n. 17.

of
beyond

surplus
that

government

context.

He goes on to state:

JPS

"To the

3.

extent that Larson suggests that sovereign immunity bars
all suits based on actions that state officials claim to
be

within

the

necessary

or

scope

of

official

appropriate

Eleventh Amendment."

to

Ibid.

authority,

read

that

it

rule

is

not

into

the

He thereby rejects not only

the standard reading of Larson, but also the very reading
of Larson contained in both the plurality opinion and the
dissent, 50 U.S.L.W., at 5067-68, in Treasure Salvors.
Even

if

Larson

had

not

rejected

the

theory

relied upon by John, our recent Eleventh Amendment cases
have

definitely

official

is

contrary

to

done

so.

stripped

of

state

law

individual in equity,
official cannot be

If,

as

his

so

then

John

says,

a

state

authority

when

he

acts

he

may

be

sued

there is no basis for

sued

for

damages

at

as

an

saying that

law.

If he

is
'

;'

stripped of his authority in the one action, he should 'be
as well in the other.
bars

the

latter

Yet Edelman v.
John's

action.

Jordan explicitly

opinion

would

thus

undertmine the vitality of that nine-year old decision.
I
convenience
pendent

add only a
a

goal

word
we

all

jurisdiction promotes

about

judicial economy and

support.
this

goal.

In

many
But,

cases,
pendent

jurisdiction is a judge-made prudential rule based on the

4.

general language of Article III.

The Eleventh Amendment

is an explicit jurisdictional limitation on Article III.
The

Amendment,

because

control.Moreover,

of

its

any

in

narrow

language,

balancing

should

prudential

of

considerations, public policy - as well as the principles
of federalism - weigh heavily in favor of the Amendment.
JPS's

implicit

outmoded

argument

concept

application
principal

was
of

that

that

sovereign

should

made

and

sovereign

be

restricted

rejected

immunity

immunity

in

is

in

Larson:

supported

u.s.,

337

strongest reasons of public policy".

is

an
its

"the
by

the

at 703,

704 (opinion written by Chief Justice Vinson and joined by
Black,

Douglas,

concurring).

Murphy

and

Reed,

with

Although Larson involved federal

its holding and

Rutledge
immunity,

reasoning apply also to state immunity.
' ,.

.

See memo p. 6.

Finally, we retained the comity issue in setting
this case for
and

Sandra

reargument.

were

the

only

Unless the votes change, you
Justices

who

expressed

any

interest in a comity resolution, and Sandra subsequently
concluded we should decide the Eleventh Amendment issue.
As

I

indicated in our correspondence in June, comity in

practice is a

"chancellor's foot" doctrine.

Because its

'

.
5.

boundaries

are

ill

defined,

it

inhibits litigation.
Sincerely,
The Chief Justice

invites

rather

than

~

09/29/83
Powell Chambers

MEMORANDUM

81-2101 Pennhurst State School & Hosp. v. Halderman

RE:

In light of the divergent views of past precedents taken in
the draft opinion by JUSTICE POWELL (LFP) and the dissent by JUSTICE STEVENS

(JPS) ,

this memorandum summarizes a re-examination

of the cases debated

(chiefly in the footnotes)

in the two opin-

ions.
The memorandum reaffirms the following conclusions:

( i)

the

cases cited by JPS do not control the Eleventh Amendment issue
~

presented

in this case;

(ii)

permitting suits such as this one

would be directly contrary to this Court's recent Eleventh Amendment and sovereign immunity cases; and (iii) pendent jurisdiction
cannot properly be relied upon to provide jurisdiction that the
Eleventh

Amendment explicitly

takes

away.

The memorandum con- , ,.
!

eludes
force

in addition that

if suits against state officers to en-

state law are permitted,

either as a direct exception to

the Eleventh Amendment or because of pendent jurisdiction,
will be no principled basis for

there

finding any significant present

force in the Eleventh Amendment.
1.

The question is still open.

none of the early cases
controlling.
a

suit

There are three reasons why

relied upon by JPS can be regarded as

First, practically none of them squarely holds that

against

a

state

official

for

prospective

relief

under

p a ge L.

state law is not barred by the Eleventh Amendment.

Second, the

theory on which

rejected

these cases

rely was definitively

in

Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp., 337 U.S. 682 (1949).
Third,

probably for

these two reasons,

none of these cases has

been thought to have any force as Eleventh Amendment doctrine for
over thirty years.
The cases JPS cites divide

into two categories:

those that

discuss the Eleventh Amendment question for which they are now
cited,

and those that do not.

With regard to those cases that

discuss the Eleventh Amendment issue, the important point is that
all of

them--with

infra--are

the possible exceptions

distinguishable

from

the

noted

present

pronouncements JPS quotes are broad dicta. 1

in

footnote

case,

and

2

the

These cases all fall

1 JPS's broad reading of the language in these cases is also
subject to dispute.
First, that language must be understood in
terms of the pleading rules of the day.
See, e.g., Scully v.
Bird, 209 u.s. 481, 485-486 (1908). The reason these actions
were not to be "dismissed at the threshold" for lack of
jurisdiction, see JPS dissent at 12, is that such a dismissal
looked only to the allegations of the complaint.
If the
complaint alleged an individual tortious action unconnected to
the officer's authority, the court presumptively had jurisdiction
of the cause unless the state officer could show that his actions
were within his authority. The cases nevertheless maintained the
essential distinction between suits alleging wrongful
administration of a statute, which were barred, and those
alleging individual torts, which were presumptively ultra vires.
See, e.g., Hopkins v. Clemson Agricultural College, 221 u.s. 636,
64 7 ( 1911) (there was jurisdiction because the act ion did not
allege a wrong "committed in the prosecution of any governmental
function"; the College "was not acting in any governmental
capacity"); Cunningham v. Macon & B. R. Co., 109 u.s. 446, 452
(1883) (when officer is sued in tort, "he is not sued as, or
because he is, the officer of the government, but as an
individual"); id., at 453 (a suit alleging wrongful exercise of
governmental discretion is barred).
Second, the language JPS cites by no means represented
Footnote continued on next page.

into one or

the

other of the

two

recognized exceptions to the

rule that suits against state officials are suits against states:
the plaintiffs in these cases alleged eithei . acts by state officials completely ultra vires their authority or actions contrary
to the federal Constitution. 2

settled doctrine.
To the contrary, a number of cases from the
same period suggest in holdings and dicta a rule like that set
forth in LFP's opinion, disallowing state-law cases against state
officers from being heard in federal court.
See, e.g., In re
Ayers, 123 u.s. 443, 503-503 (1887) (suit alleging only a breach
of the state's contract by state officials barred by the Eleventh
Amendment); Allen v. Baltimore & 0. R.R., 114 u.s. 311, 316
(1885) (the exercise of jurisdiction to remedy constitutional
violations "is to vindicate the supremacy of the Constitution,
and to maintain the integrity of the powers and rights which it
confers and secures").
2

E.g., Hopkins v. Clemson Agricultural College, 221 u.s.
636, 642 (1911) (question presented was whether a municipal
corporation could claim the state's sovereign immunity in a
proceeding alleging that it had "damage[d] or take[n] property
withou.t due process of law"); Reagan v. Farmers' Loan & Trust
Co., 154 u.s. 362, 390-391, 396, 399, 410 (1894) (challenges to
railroad rates were on constitutional grounds; also, the state
had waived immunity); Poindexter v. Greenhow, 114 u.s. 279, 288
(1885) (challenge was that law unconstitutionally impaired
obligation of contract). See also Cunningham v. Macon & B. R.R.,
109 U.S. 446 (1883) (suit held to be against state, so that
jurisdiction was lacking).
Two cases cited by JPS--Scully and Johnson v. Lankford, 245
U.S. 541 (1918)--do not fit comfortably into either of these two
categories (although Scully arguably was an ultra vires case).
Nevertheless, they have little precedential value. The holding
in Scully appears to turn importantly on the fact that the Court
was confined to the allegations of the complaint in reversing the
grant of a dismissal. See supra note 1.
It also appears that
the Court in Scully adhered to the now-discarded theory that a
suit is against a state for jurisdictional purposes only if the
state is a named party.
Id., at 485-486.
In Lankford no brief
in opposition was filed.
Moreover, the case was a suit for money
damages and was thus overruled by Edelman v. Jordan, 415 u.s. 651
(1974).
In any case, this Court has recognized the somewhat
quirky nature of these cases and has not cited either of them
since Larson was decided in 1949.

Other cases did allow a suit to be brought against state officials for prospective relief under state law, even though the
allegations did not fall

into one of the well-recognized excep-

tions, but none of these so much as mentions the Eleventh Amendment in connection with the state-law claims. 3
pear

These cases ap-

to have relied on the doctrine of pendent jurisdiction to

establish jurisdiction over the state law claims, not considering
whether that doctrine might have a different scope when applied
to suits against the state.

When old decisions do not appear to

have given full consideration to a constitutional question later
found to be important, the Court has not hesitated to depart from
them.
ruling,

See Edelman v. Jordan, 415 u.s. 651, 670-671 (1974)
inter alia, Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 u.s. 618

(over-

(1969), on

this ground) .4

3 see Lee v. Bickell, 292 u.s. 415 (1934); Glenn v. Field
Packing C~ 290 u.s. 177 (1933) (per curiam); Davis v. Wallace,
257 u.s. 478 (1922); Greene v. Louisville & Interurban R.R. Co.,
244 u.s. 499 (1917); Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. v. Greene,
244 u.s. 522 (1917); Illinois C. R.R. v. Greene, 244 u.s. 555
(1917). See also Siler v. Louisville & N. R.R., 213 u.s. 175,
195-196 (1908) (ultra vires case, Eleventh Amendment question
neither briefed nor adressed).
4 Moreover, it appears that all of the cases in this latter
class were before long placed beyond the power of the federal
courts. They were all actions to enjoin the collection of state
taxes, and, if brought today, they would presumably be barred by
the subsequently enacted Tax Injunction Act of 1937, 28 u.s.c.
§1341: "The district courts shall not enjoin, suspend, or
restrain the assessment, levy or collection of any tax under
State law where a plain, speedy and efficient remedy may be had
in the courts of such State." Congress pased this law in order
to remedy the previous federal interference in state fiscal
operations, see Rosewell v. LaSalle Nat'l Bank, 450 u.s. 503,
522, 526-527 (1981), a consideration "just as compelling today as
[it was] in 1937," id., at 527.
Footnote continued on next page.

In addition, all of the cases cited by JPS are of little or
no precedential force for the further reason that they could not
possibly have contemplated the kind of extraordinary relief ordered by the federal courts in the present case.

As we know from

the

relief

several

Pennhurst

cases,

the

injunctive

awarded '

against Pennsylvania empowered a federal court to take over the
administration of a major state institution as well as the expenditure of many millions of dollars of state funds.
the cases relied upon

In contrast,

in JPS's dissent involved no such compre-

hensive intrusion upon a state's traditional responsibilities.
Even if these early cases were not distinguishable or had not
been overruled on their facts,

the theory of sovereign immunity

on which they rely has been definitively rejected by this Court
in a closely related context.

The theory is that a state offi-

cial who acts contrary to state law is acting without authority,
and

therefore

is being

sued

in his

private capacity.

See JPS

Under the act, all the tax cases cited by JPS most likely
would be sent back to the state courts for decision. The "plain,
speedy and efficient" standard has been held to be considerably
more stringent than the equity standard under which the adequacy
of state law remedies was evaluated in prior cases.
Id., at 526.
More important, the prior equity standard did not take into
account injunctive r e medies available under state law, as the Act
requires the federal courts to do.
Id., at 534 & n.7 (Stevens,
J., dissenting). Prior to 1937, state statutes commonly provided
for enjoining a tax if it was invalid, id., at 523 (quoting H.R.
Rep. No. 1503, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1937)), and state courts
in any case entertained bills to enjoin collection of taxes or
compel refunds where the remedies at law would require a
multiplicity of suits or were otherwise inadequate, see, e.g. ,
Stratton v. St. Louis S.W. Ry., 284 u.s. 530, 532 (1932) (citing
See
state cases). Similar provisions appear to exist today.
Ro s ewell, 450 u.s., at 508 nn. 6 & 7.

~'

dissent at 13-19.

Faced with an identical claim in the case of a

federal officer acting contrary to federal

law,

this Court re-

Recognizing ~the conflict in doc-

jected this theory in Larson.

trine," the Court ruled that a government officer's action may be
regarded as so illegal as to override sovereign immunity "only if
it

is not within the officer's

statutory powers or,

if within

those powers, only if the powers or their exercise in the partieular case, are constitutionally void."
claim of error

in the exercise of

not sufficient."

337

u.s.,

at 701-702.

[the officer's]

power

"A

is

Id., at 690.

Although Larson

involved the federal government's sovereign

immunity, and not the states', our cases have recognized no distinction between the two doctrines.
State
(1982)

v.

Treasure

Salvors,

Inc.,

See, e.g., Florida Dept. of
50

U.S.L.W.

5056,

5060

n.21

("' [I]t cannot be doubted that the question whether a par-

ticular suit is one against the State, within the meaning of the
Constitution, must depend upon the same principles that determine
whether a particular
(quoting
case,

Tindal

there

is

suit is one against the United States.'")

v.

Wesley,

no

reason

167
to

u.s.

think

204,
that

213
the

(1897)).
state

In

any

governments

would have less protection in federal court than does the federal
government.
opposite.

Principles of federalism would, in fact, suggest the
Moreover, the two-part analysis of Larson was invoked

just last Term in an in rem suit against the State of Florida.
Treasure Salvors.
The contract nature of the claim in Larson also does not distinguish

that case.

Again,

one would

think

that

the

far more

intrusive extraordinary relief granted by the court below in this
case would be more likely to be barred by sovereign immunity than
the specific performance on a contract that was sought in Larson.
The distinction has

in any case been

rejected.

See Malone v.

Bowdoin, 369 u.s. 643, 648 (1962); Georgia Railroad & Banking Co.
v. Redwine, 342 U.S. 299, 305-306 (1952).
Finally,

and

most

important,

none of

these cases has been

relied upon in an Eleventh Amendment context for at least a generation.

These are long dead cases that have not previously been

attributed the importance that JPS gives to them.
cited most often.

Siler has been

But until JPS's proposed dissent of last Term,

no member of the Court had ever explicitly linked Siler with the
Eleventh

Amendment

in

a

published

opinion.

Since

1949,

when

Larson was decided, no case citing Siler has raised any Eleventh
Amendment questions.

The few that are against state officials do

not raise any state law claims.

Siler has come to be cited only

for the Ashwander doctrine of avoiding constitutional questions,
or for the Osborn-Gibbs rule allowing decision of all questions
in a case. 5

Similarly, none of the other cases cited by JPS has

5 see, e.g., Wolston v. Reader's Digest Assn., Inc., 443
u.s. 157, 160 n.2 (1979) ("[T]he general principle [is] that
dispositive issues of statutory and local law are to be treated
before reaching constitutional issues.
E.g., ... Siler .•.• ");
Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111, 122 (1979) (Burger, C.J.)
("Our practice is to avoid reaching constitutional questions if a
dispositive nonconstitutional ground is available. See, e.g.,
Siler ..•• "); Hagans v. Lavine, 415 u.s. 528, 546 (1974) ("the
state issues should be decided first and because these claims
were dispositive, federal questions need not be reached" (citing
Siler)); Zschernig v. Miller, 389 u.s. 429, 444 (1968) (Harlan,
J., concurring) (quoting Ashwander's cite to Siler); Textile
Footnote continued on next page.

'-

been cited since 1949 for the proposition he says they support. 6
None of these cases, moreover, has been mentioned in any of the
Eleventh Amendment cases decided since 1949.
Salvors; Fitzpatrick v.

Bitzer,

u.s.

427

See, e.g., Treasure

445

(1976); Edelman v.

Jordan; Employees v. Missouri Public Health & Welfare Dept., 411 ·

u.s.

279 (1973).
In

sum,

this Court has

never

squarely held,

in an opinion

that considers the Eleventh Amendment,

that that provision per-

mi ts

barred

the

courts
would

kind

under

of

suits

that would

LFP 's opinion.

contradict

the

More

Court's

be

important,

more

recent

from

the

federal

a contrary result
sovereign

immunity

cases, either overruling without explanation the cases that hold
federal and state sovereign immunity to be identical, or overruling the square holding of Larson and undermining the analysis of
Treasure Salvors.

By contrast,

if the result reached

in LFP's

opinion questions any cases, they are far older and of little or
no

present vitality.

Workers Union v. Lincoln Mills, 353 u.s. 448, 483 (1957)
(Frankfurter, J., dissenting) (In pendent jurisdiction cases,
"federal courts may pass on state grounds for recovery that are
joined to a federal ground." See •.• Siler .... ) .
6 E.g., Lankford (never cited); Hopkins (never cited);
Greene (cited once for proposition that court will decide pendent
state law claims to avoid constitutional question); Scully (never
cited); Reagan (cited for proposition that unconstitutional
action is not action of state); Poindexter (same); Glenn (cited
only for proposition that Court should avoid resting decision on
state law since interpretation might be supplanted by state court
decision); Lee v. Bickell (only cited in cases in which the
pendent claim was a federal rather than a state one) ; Davis
(s a me) •

2.

Sovereign

immunity

bars

suits

to

enforce

state

law.

JPS 1 s main line of attack is that a suit alleging that state officials have violated
barred by

the

the

law--either

Eleventh Amendment.

As

was considered and rejected by Larson.

federal or

state--is not

indicated,

this approach

The Court there cogently ·

noted that this theory "confuses the doctrine of sovereign immunity with the requirement that a plaintiff state a cause of action."

337 U.S., at 692-693.

In addition,

such a

rule would

be

contrary to the Court 1 s

recent Eleventh Amendment jurisprudence, and would ultimately sap
the Amendment of any force.
parte Young,

209

u.s.

123

The primary conflict is over how Ex
(1908), is explained.

JPS 1 s theory is

that a state officer acting illegally is stripped of his authority.

This approach is far broader than the explanation offered

by any recent case.

The orthodox explanation for that case was

summed up in Edelman v. Jordan,

415 U.S.

651,

664

(1974):

"This

holding has permitted the Civil War Amendments to the Constitution to serve as a

sword,

rather

than merely as a

those whom they were designed to protect."
limitation

of

the

Eleventh

shield,

for

The theory is that a

Amendment--allowing

suits

that

are

plainly against the state--was necessary to ensure that federal
law was vindicated.

See

c.

Sovereign Immunity 142-143
of

theoretical

case,

niceties.

Jacobs,
(1972).

Under

The Eleventh Amendment and
This

JPS 1 s

is not merely a matter

proposed holding

in this

the Eleventh Amendment would, on the face of things, con-

tinue to bar

two kinds of actions

(other than suits naming the

state as a party): diversity actions against state officials, and

suits for damages against state officials.
JPS's

opinion,

however,

principled support.
thority

when

he

neither

If a

acts

of

these

state officer

illegally

in

an

Under the theory of
prohibitions

has

any

is stripped of his auinjunctive

suit

brought

under pendent jurisdiction, there is no reason he is not stripped
of his authority in actions seeking damages or in diversity actions.

Presumably neither

long-lived,

therefore,

of

and

these prohibitions would be very

the

Eleventh

Amendment

effectively

would have been read out of the Constitution.
3.

Pendent

jurisdiction

does

not

supply

that is excluded by the Eleventh Amendment.
case acknowledged or

assumed

alone would be bar red by

that

the

the

jurisdiction

Although CA3 in this

state-law claim standing

the Eleventh Amen omen t,

it found

that

the doctrine of pendent jurisdiction supplies the federal courts
with power to decide such claims.

This theory is theoretically

and

jurisdiction,

practically

unsound.

Pendent

doctrine of expediency and efficiency,

essentially

a

should not be allowed to

override the explicit constitutional command that the states be
immune.

Pendent

jurisdiction

is

a

prudential doctrine

derived

from the general Art.

III language conferring power to hear all

"cases"

federal

Gibbs,

arising
383

general

u.s.,

under

at 725.

law and between

ai verse

parties.

By any standard of construction, this

language should give way to the far more specific lan-

guage of the subsequently adopted Eleventh Amendment, which explicitly

excludes

against the states.

from

the

judicial

power

suits

prosecuted

Any contrary ruling would as surely, though

ina irectly,

obliterate

the Eleventh Amendment as would allowing

these suits under the Amendment itself.
Such a reading may well result in more federal claims being
brought

in

state

claims.

That

court,

is not

or,

less

uncommon

in

likely,

this

in

area.

bifurcation

of

Under Edelman,

a

suit for money damages against state officials must be brought in
state court.
state

the

abstention doctrine,

law are commonly referred

sulting
been

Under

in

far

brought

greater

there

in

waste
the

unclear

to the state courts

and

uncertainty

first

place) .

than

Moreover,

issues of
(often re-

if they had
it

is

not

clear to me that allowing federal intrusion into state governance
does not have pitfalls of its own.
319

u.s.

315,

327-332

(1943)

See Burford v. Sun Oil Co.,

(recounting confusion and conflict

sown in East Texas oil fields by federal court rulings on state
law, resulting in special sessions of the legislature, a declaration of martial law, and constantly shifting administrative policy).

In addition, the considerations of "judicial economy, con-

venience,

and fairness"

that goverjn the exercise of pendent ju~ ~ry

risdiction, Gibbs, 383 U.S. at 725, will themselves sow wasteful

by~

litigation that would be avoided
ard.

1) t h ,
1

t,

{ftt

/1

J.1JC

1<1

7

'

t-rA.,..

clear jurisdictional stand-

{I.JV'

In any event, this Court's recent cases exclude the position
that

prudential

considerations

of

j ud ic ial

economy

and

conve-

nience are sufficient to justify subverting an explicit limitation imposed by the Constitution.

In Edelman,

for example, the

District Court exercised pendent jurisdiction in hearing the federal statutory claims,

415

u.s.,

at 653 n.l,

but that did not

,

override the Eleventh Amendment ban on suits for money damages.
Cf. Aldinger v. Howard, 427

u.s.

1, 14-15 (1976)

(judicial econo-

my does not override jurisdictional bar on pendent parties).
recent case has been found to the contrary.

No

09/29/83
~

-p~ct.~

MEMORANDUM

81-2101 Pennhurst State School & Hosp. v. Halderman

RE:

In light of the divergent views of past precedents taken in
the draft opinion by JUSTICE POWELL (LFP) and the dissent by JUSTICE STEVENS

(JPS),

this memorandum summarizes a re-examination

of the cases debated (chiefly in the footnotes)

in the two opin-

ions.
The memorandum reaffirms the following conclusions:

(i) the

cases cited by JPS do not control the Eleventh Amendment issue
presented in this case;

(ii)

permitting suits such as this one

would be directly contrary to this Court's recent Eleventh Amendment and sovereign immunity cases; and (iii) pendent jurisdiction
cannot properly be relied upon to provide jurisdiction that the '
Eleventh Amendment explicitly takes away.
eludes

The memorandum con-

in addition that if suits against state officers to en-

force state law are permitted,

either as a direct exception to

the Eleventh Amendment or because of pendent jurisdiction,

there

will be no principled basis for finding any significant present
force in the Eleventh Amendment.
1.

The question is still open.

There are three reasons why

none of the early cases relied upon by JPS can be regarded as
controlling.
a

suit

.

;.,,

First, practically none of them squarely holds that

against

a

state

official

for

prospective

relief

under

page 2.

state law is not barred by the Eleventh Amendment.

Second, the

theory on which these cases rely was definitively rejected in
Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp., 337

u.s.

682 (1949).

Third, probably for these two reasons, none of these cases has
been thought to have any force as Eleventh Amendment doctrine for
over thirty years.
The cases JPS cites divide into two categories: those that
discuss the Eleventh Amendment question for which they are now
cited, and those that do not.

With regard to those cases that

discuss the Eleventh Amendment issue, the important point is that
all of them--with the possible exceptions noted in footnote 2
infra--are

distinguishable

from

the

present

pronouncements JPS quotes are broad dicta. 1

case,

and

the

These cases all fall

1 JPS's broad reading of the language in these cases is also
subject to dispute. First, that language must be understood in
terms of the pleading rules of the day. See, e.g., Scully v.
Bird, 209 u.s. 481, 485-486 (1908). The reason these actions
were not to be "dismissed at the threshold" for lack of
jurisdiction, see JPS dissent at 12, is that such a dismissal
looked only to the allegations of the complaint. If the
complaint alleged an individual tortious action unconnected to
the officer's authority, the court presumptively had jurisdiction
of the cause unless the state officer could show that his actions
were within his authority. The cases nevertheless maintained the
essential distinction between suits alleging wrongful
administration of a statute, which were barred, and those
alleging individual torts, which were presumptively ultra vires.
See, e.g., Hopkins v. Clemson Agricultural College, 221 u.s. 636,
647 (1911) (there was jurisdiction because the action did not
allege a wrong "committed in the prosecution of any governmental
function"; the College "was not acting in any governmental
capacity"); Cunningham v. Macon & B. R. Co., 109 U•• 446, 452
(1883) (when officer is sued in tort, "he is not sued as, or
because he is, the officer of the government, but as an
individual"); id., at 453 (a suit alleging wrongful exercise of
governmental discretion is barred) •
Second, the language JPS cites by no means represented
Footnote continued on next page.
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into one or the other of the two recognized exceptions to the
rule that suits against state officials are suits against states:
the plaintiffs in these cases alleged either acts by state officials completely ultra vires their authority or actions contrary .
to the federal Constitution. 2

settled doctrine. To the contrary, a number of cases from the
same period suggest in holdings and dicta a rule like that set
forth in LFP's opinion, disallowing state-law cases against state
officers from being heard in federal court. See, e.g., In re
Ayers, 123 u.s. 443, 503-503 (1887) (suit alleging only a breach
of the state's contract by state officials barred by the Eleventh
Amendment); Allen v. Baltimore & 0. R.R., 114 u.s. 311, 316
(1885) (the exercise of jurisdiction to remedy constitutional
violations "is to vindicate the supremacy of the Constitution,
and to maintain the integrity of the powers and rights which it
confers and secures").
2E.g., Hopkins v. Clemson Agricultural College, 221 U.S.
636, 642 (1911) (question presented was whether a municipal
corporation could claim the state's sovereign immunity in a
proceeding alleging that it had "damage[d] or take[n] property
without due process of law"); Reagan v. Farmers' Loan & Trust
Co., 154 u.s. 362, 390-391, 396, 399, 410 (1894) (challenges to
railroad rates were on constitutional grounds; also, the state
had waived immunity); Poindexter v. Greenhow, 114 u.s. 279, 288
(1885) (challenge was that law unconstitutionally impaired
obligation of contract). See also Cunningham v. Macon & B. R.R.,
109 u.s. 446 (1883) (suit held to be against state, so that
jurisdiction was lacking).
Two cases cited by JPS--Scully and Johnson v. Lankford, 245
u.s. 541 (1918)--do not fit comfortably into either of these two
categories (although Scully arguably was an ultra vires case).
Nevertheless, they have little precedential value. The holding
in Scully appears to turn importantly on the fact that the Court
was confined to the allegations of the complaint in reversing the
grant of a dismissal. See supra note 1. It also appears that
the Court in Scully adhered to the now-discarded theory that a
suit is against a state for jurisdictional purposes only if the
state is a named party. Id., at 485-486. In Lankford no brief
in opposition was filed. Moreover, the case was a suit for money
damages and was thus overruled by Edelman v. Jordan, 415 U.S. 651
(1974). In any case, this Court has recognized the somewhat
quirky nature of these cases and has not cited either of them
since Larson was decided in 1949.

,.
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Other cases did allow a suit to be brought against state officials for prospective relief under state law, even though the
allegations did not fall into one of the well-recognized exceptions, but none of these so much as mentions the Eleventh Amend- ment in connection with the state-law claims.3

These cases ap-

pear to have relied on the doctrine of pendent jurisdiction to
establish jurisdiction over the state law claims, not considering
whether that doctrine might have a different scope when applied
to suits against the state.

When old decisions do not appear to

have given full consideration to a constitutional question later
found to be important, the Court has not hesitated to depart from
them.

See Edelman v. Jordan, 415 u.s. 651, 670-671 (1974)

(over-

ruling, inter alia, Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 u.s. 618 (1969), on
this ground) • 4
3 see Lee v. Bickell, 292 u.s. 415 (1934); Glenn v. Field
Packing co:-;- 290 u.s. 177 (1933) (per curiam); Davis v. Wallace,
257 u.s. 478 (1922); Greene v. Louisville & Interurban R.R. Co.,
244 u.s. 499 (1917); Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. v. Greene,
244 u.s. 522 (1917); Illinois C. R.R. v. Greene, 244 u.s. 555
(1917). See also Siler v. Louisville & N. R.R., 213 u.s. 175,
195-196 (1908) (ultra vires case, Eleventh Amendment question
neither briefed nor adressed).
4Moreover, it appears that all of the cases in this latter
class were before long placed beyond the power of the federal
courts. They were all actions to enjoin the collection of state
taxes, and, if brought today, they would presumably be barred by
the subsequently enacted Tax Injunction Act of 1937, 28 U.S.C.
§1341: "The district courts shall not enjoin, suspend, or
restrain the assessment, levy or collection of any tax under
State law where a plain, speedy and efficient remedy may be had
in the courts of such State." Congress pased this law in order
to remedy the previous federal interference in state fiscal
operations, see Rosewell v. LaSalle Nat'l Bank, 450 u.s. 503,
522, 526-527 (1981), a consideration "just as compelling today as
[it was] in 1937," id., at 527.
Footnote continued on next page.
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In addition, all of the cases cited by JPS are of little or
no precedential force for the further reason that they could not
possibly have contemplated the kind of extraordinary relief ordered by the federal courts in the present case.

As we know from

the

relief

several

Pennhurst

cases,

the

injunctive

awarded

against Pennsylvania empowered a federal court to take over the
administration of a major state institution as well as the expenditure of many millions of dollars of state funds.

In contrast,

the cases relied upon in JPS's dissent involved no such comprehensive intrusion upon a state's traditional responsibilities.
Even if these early cases were not distinguishable or had not
been overruled on their facts, the theory of sovereign immunity
on which they rely has been definitively rejected by this Court
in a closely related context.

The theory is that a state offi-

cial who acts contrary to state law is acting without authority,
and therefore is being sued in his private capacity.

See JPS

Under the act, all the tax cases cited by JPS most likely
would be sent back to the state courts for decision. The "plain,
speedy and efficient" standard has been held to be considerably
more stringent than the equity standard under which the adequacy
of state law remedies was evaluated in prior cases. Id., at 526.
More important, the prior equity standard did not take into
account injunctive remedies available under state law, as the Act
requires the federal courts to do. Id., at 534 & n.7 (Stevens,
J., dissenting). Prior to 1937, state statutes commonly provided
for enjoining a tax if it was invalid, id., at 523 (quoting H.R.
Rep. No. 1503, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1937)), and state courts
in any case entertained bills to enjoin collection of taxes or
compel refunds where the remedies at law would require a
multiplicity of suits or were otherwise inadequate, see, e. 9. '
Stratton v. St. Louis s.w. Ry., 284 u.s. 530, 532 (1932) (citing
state cases). Similar provisions appear to exist today. See
Rosewell, 450 u.s., at 508 nn. 6 & 7.
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dissent at 13-19.

Faced with an identical claim in the case of a

federal officer acting contrary to federal law,
jected this theory in Larson.

this Court re-

Recognizing "the conflict in doc-

trine," the Court ruled that a government officer's action may be
regarded as so illegal as to override sovereign immunity "only if
it

is not within the officer's statutory powers or,

if within

those powers, only if the powers or their exercise in the partieular case, are constitutionally void."
claim of error

in the exercise of

not sufficient."

337

u.s.,

at 701-702.

[the officer's]

"A

power is

Id., at 690.

Although Larson involved the federal government's sovereign
immunity, and not the states', our cases have recognized no distinction between the two doctrines.
State
(1982)

v.

Treasure

Salvors,

Inc.,

See, e.g., Florida Dept. of
50

U.S.L.W.

5056,

5060 n.21

("' [I]t cannot be doubted that the question whether a par-

ticular suit is one against the State, within the meaning of the
'

Constitution, must depend upon the same principles that determine·
whether a particular suit is one against the United States.'")
(quoting Tindal v.

Wesley,

case,

reason

there

is no

167
to

u.s.

think

204,
that

213
the

(1897)).

In any

state governments

would have less protection in federal court than does the federal
government.
opposite.

Principles of federalism would, in fact, suggest the
Moreover, the two-part analysis of Larson was invoked

just last Term in an in rem suit against the State of Florida.
Treasure Salvors.
The contract nature of the claim in Larson also does not distinguish

that case.

Again,

one would

think

that

the far more

"
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intrusive extraordinary relief granted by the court below in this
case would be more likely to be barred by sovereign immunity than
the specific performance on a contract that was sought in Larson.
The distinction has in any case been rejected.

See Malone v.

Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643, 648 (1962); Georgia Railroad & Banking Co.
v • Redwine , 3 4 2 u • S • 2 9 9 , 3 0 5-3 0 6 ( 19 5 2 ) •
Finally,

and most important,

none of these cases has been

relied upon in an Eleventh Amendment context for at least a generation.

These are long dead cases that have not previously been

attributed the importance that JPS gives to them.
cited most often.

Siler has been

But until JPS's proposed dissent of last Term,

no member of the Court had ever explicitly linked Siler with the
Eleventh

Amendment

in

a

published opinion.

Since 1949,

when

Larson was decided, no case citing Siler has raised any Eleventh
Amendment questions.

The few that are against state officials do

not raise any state law claims.

Siler has come to be cited only

for the Ashwander doctrine of avoiding constitutional questions,
or for the Osborn-Gibbs rule allowing decision of all
in a case. 5

questions ~

"

Similarly, none of the other cases cited by JPS has

5 see, e.g., Wolston v. Reader's Digest Assn., Inc., 443
u.s. 157, 160 n.2 (1979) ("[T]he general principle [is] that
dispositive issues of statutory and local law are to be treated
before reaching constitutional issues. E.g., ••• Siler •••• ");
Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 u.s. 111, 122 (1979) (Burger, C.J.)
("Our practice is to avoid reaching constitutional questions if a
dispositive nonconstitutional ground is available. See, e.g.,
Siler •••• "); Hagans v. Lavine, 415 u.s. 528, 546 (1974) ("the
state issues should be decided first and because these claims
were dispositive, federal questions need not be reached" (citing
Siler)); Zschernig v. Miller, 389 u.s. 429, 444 (1968) (Harlan,
J., concurring) (quoting Ashwander's cite to Siler); Textile
Footnote continued on next page.
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been cited since 1949 for the proposition he says they support.6
None of these cases, moreover, has been mentioned in any of the
Eleventh Amendment cases decided since 1949.

See, e.g., Treasure

Salvors; Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445 (1976); Edelman v.
Jordan; Employees v. Missouri Public Health & Welfare Dept., 411

u.s.

279 (1973).
In sum,

this Court has never squarely held,

in an opinion

that considers the Eleventh Amendment, that that provision permi ts the kind of suits that would be barred from the federal
courts under LFP 's opinion.
would

contradict

the

More important, a contrary result

Court's

more

recent

sovereign

immunity

cases, either overruling without explanation the cases that hold
federal and state sovereign immunity to be identical, or overruling the square holding of Larson and undermining the analysis of
Treasure Salvors.

By contrast,

if the result reached in LFP 's

opinion questions any cases, they are far older and of little or
no

present vitality.

Workers Union v. Lincoln Mills, 353 u.s. 448, 483 (1957)
(Frankfurter, J., dissenting) (In pendent jurisdiction cases,
"federal courts may pass on state grounds for recovery that are
joined to a federal ground." See ••• Siler •••• ).
6E.g., Lankford (never cited); Hopkins (never cited);
Greene (cited once for proposition that court will decide pendent
state law claims to avoid constitutional question); Scully (never
cited); Reagan (cited for proposition that unconstitutional
action is not action of state); Poindexter (same); Glenn (cited
only for proposition that Court should avoid resting decision on
state law since interpretation might be supplanted by state court
decision); Lee v. Bickell (only cited in cases in which the
pendent claim was a federal rather than a state one) ; Davis
(same).
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2.

Sovereign

immunity

bars

suits

to

enforce

state

law.

JPS's main line of attack is that a suit alleging that state officials have violated the law--either federal or state--is not
barred by the Eleventh Amendment.

As indicated,

was considered and rejected by Larson.

this approach

The Court there cogently

noted that this theory "confuses the doctrine of sovereign immunity with the requirement that a plaintiff state a cause of action."

337

u.s.,

In addition,

at 692-693.
such a

rule would be contrary to the Court's

recent Eleventh Amendment jurisprudence, and would ultimately sap
the Amendment of any force.

The primary conflict is over how Ex

parte Young, 209 U.S. 123 (1908}, is explained.

JPS's theory is

that a state officer acting illegally is stripped of his authority.

This approach is far broader than the explanation offered

by any recent case.

The orthodox explanation for that case was

u.s.

summed up in Edelman v. Jordan, 415

651, 664

(1974}: "This

holding has permitted the Civil War Amendments to the Constitution to serve as a sword,

rather than merely as a shield,

those whom they were designed to protect."
limitation

of

the

Eleventh

for

The theory is that a

Amendment--allowing

suits

that

are

plainly against the state--was necessary to ensure that federal
law was vindicated.

See

c.

Sovereign Immunity 142-143
of theoretical niceties.

Jacobs,
(1972}.

The Eleventh Amendment and
This is not merely a matter

Under JPS 's proposed holding in this

case, the Eleventh Amendment would, on the face of things, continue to bar two kinds of actions

(other than suits naming the

state as a party}: diversity actions against state officials, and

~

"
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suits for damages against state officials.
JPS 's opinion,

however,

principled support.
thor i ty

when

he

neither

of

Under the theory of

these prohibitions has

any

If a state officer is stripped of his au-

acts

illegally

in

an

injunctive

suit brought .

under pendent jurisdiction, there is no reason he is not stripped
of his authority in actions seeking damages or in diversity actions.

Presumably neither of

long-lived,

therefore,

and

these prohibitions would be very

the

Eleventh

Amendment

effectively

would have been read out of the Constitution. \ This may be th€f)
motivating force behind JPS's view, see dissent at 22-23, but it J
would seem that an amendment passed by the states specifically to l
correct this Court's prior interpretation should not be treated
so cavalierl¥·
3.

\

J

Pendent

jurisdiction does

not

supply

that is excluded by the Eleventh Amendment.
case acknowledged or assumed

the

jurisdiction

Although CA3 in this

that the state-law claim standing

alone would be barred by the Eleventh Amendment,

it found that

the doctrine of pendent jurisdiction supplies the federal courts ;
with power to decide such claims.
and

practically

unsound.

Pendent

This theory is theoretically
jurisdiction,

essentially

a

doctrine of expediency and efficiency, should not be allowed to
override the explicit constitutional command that the states be
immune.

Pendent

jurisdiction is a prudential doctrine derived

from the general Art.

III language conferring power to hear all

"cases" arising

federal

Gibbs,

383

~

u.s.,

under

at 725.

law and between diverse parties.

By any standard of construction, this

general language should give way to the far more specific lan-

,.
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guage of the subsequently adopted Eleventh Amendment, which explicitly

excludes

from

against the states.

the

judicial

power

suits

prosecuted

Any contrary ruling would as surely, though

indirectly, obliterate the Eleventh Amendment as would allowing these suits under the Amendment itself.
Such a reading may well result in more federal claims being
brought

in

state

claims.

That

court,

or,

less

is not uncommon

likely,

in

in this area.

bifurcation

of

Under Edelman,

a

suit for money damages against state officials must be brought in
Under

state court.

the abstention doctrine,

unclear

state law are commonly referred to the state courts
sulting

in far

been brought

issues of
(often re-

greater waste and uncertainty than if they had

there

in

the

first

place).

Moreover,

it

is

not

clear to me that allowing federal intrusion into state governance
does not have pitfalls of its own.
319

u.s.

315, 327-332

(1943)

See Burford v. Sun Oil Co.,

(recounting confusion and conflict

sown in East Texas oil fields by federal court rulings on state
law, resulting in special sessions of the legislature, a

declara- ~

tion of martial law, and constantly shifting administrative policy).

In addition, the considerations of "judicial economy, con-

venience, and fairness"

that govern the exercise of pendent ju-

risdiction, Gibbs, 383 U.S. at 725, will themselves sow wasteful
litigation that would be avoided by a clear jurisdictional standard.
In any event, this Court's recent cases exclude the position
that

prudential

considerations

of

judicial

economy

and

conve-

nience are sufficient to justify subverting an explicit limita-

,
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tion imposed by the Constitution.

In Edelman, for example, the

District Court exercised pendent jurisdiction in hearing the federal statutory claims,

415 U.S.,

at 653 n.l,

but that did not

override the Eleventh Amendment ban on suits for money damages.
Cf. Aldinger v. Howard, 427

u.s.

1, 14-15 (1976)

(judicial econo-

my does not override jurisdictional bar on pendent parties).
recent case has been found to the contrary.
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81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman
Dear Chief:
In preparation for next week's cases, I have
focused primarily on a reexamination of Pennhurst.
case presents a major constitutional question.
~/

/

The

If the

Court accepts John's views, there will be little force lef f
in the Eleventh Amendment.
In view of your willingness to exchange views
with me, I enclose a memorandum that I hope you will find
' ,

.

helpful.

Although the memorandum was prepared primarily

by one of my new clerks, he and I have worked closely
together in its preparation.

At my request, he reviewed

every case relied upon by John and me in our respective

2.

draft opinions.

I think you will find that the

conclusions reached in the memorandum are strongly
supported both on principle and judicial authority.
I do not suggest, Chief, that there is no
authority supporting John's view that a federal court exercising pendent jurisdiction - may ignore the Eleventh
Amendment.

I do make two statements unequivocally:

(i)

J,J nol
~ e£

the cases relied upon by John expressly

\Of

and hMld that the Eleventh

1

addresse ~

fV n f.s
Amendment~oes=n~

a suit

against a state official for prospective relief under
state law; and (ii) the cases he cites, quoting dicta,
were early decisions and the theory on which they relied
was specifically addressed and rejected in Larson.

Since

Larson was decided in 1949, I know of no case that even
arguably supports the reasoning of John's draft.

3.

I add only a word about judicial economy and
convenience - a goal we all support.

In many cases,

pendent jurisdiction promotes this goal.

This case,

however, presents a constitutional issue.

Pendent

jurisdiction is a judge-made prudential rule based on the
general language of Article III.

The Eleventh Amendment

is an explicit jurisdictional limitation on Article III.
Moreover, in any balancing of prudential considerations,
public policy - as well as the principles of federalism weigh heavily in favor of the Amendment.

It was argued in

Larson, as it is argued implicitly in JPS's opinion (at
least as I read it), that sovereign immunity is an
outmoded concept that should be restricted in its
application.

This identical argument was made and

rejected in Larson (opinion written by Chief Justice

.. .

4.

Vinson and joined by Black, Douglas, Murphy and Reed, with
Rutledge concurring):

"the principal of sovereign

immunity is supported by the strongest reasons of public
policy".

337

u.s.,

at 703, 704.

Although Larson involved

federal immunity, its holding and reasoning apply also to
state immunity.

See memo p. 6.

Finally, we retained the comity issue in setting
this case for reargument.

Unless the votes change, you

and Sandra were the only Justices who expressed any
interest in a comity resolution, and Sandra subsequently
concluded we should decide the Eleventh Amendment issue.
As I indicated in our correspondence in June, comity in
practice is a "chancellor's foot" doctrine.

Because its

boundaries are ill defined, it invites rather than
inhibits litigation.

50

Sincerely,
The Chief Justice

/}~~~
~
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were

the

only

Unless the votes change, you
Justices

who

expressed

any

interest in a comity resolution, and Sandra subsequently
concluded we should decide the Eleventh Amendment issue.
As

I

indicated in our correspondence in June, comity in

practice is a
boundaries

"chancellor's foot" doctrine.

are

ill

defined,

it

inhibits litigation.
Sincerely,
The Chief Justice

invites

Because its
rather

than

WHR Draft:9/29/83
File Name: Lewis
In addition) to r e :p tl d i a L i n g

Lhe de cis :i:-e-rl-.i:ft Ira-r son i-n h4ei11 h1:t

~Y/Aft

{t

e~:aft CHSSent in Pennhurst, r'J ohn's treatment of Larson~ in taat J-

~

~e~afe~is ~et£4ea±~ inconsistent with his treatment of ~
~

""'

&ame case only a year earlier in his plurality opinion for the
A

Court in Florida Department of State v. Treasure Salvors, Inc.-an opinion which you joined.

In Treasure Salvors, John stressed

that Larson controls the issue of Eleventh Amendment immunity
when state officials are sued in federal court for alleged
violations of state law.

50 U.S.L.W. 5056, 5061 {1982).

John

stated the test in Treasurer Salvors as whether the conduct was
"undertaken without any authority whatever."

50 U.S.L.w

7

at

5063. ~

~ ~is

proposed dissent in Pennhurst, however, John

simply repudiates Larson as "nothing more than a simple contract
dispute regarding the sale of surplus government property,"
without relevance beyond that context.
16-17, n. 17.

He goes on to state:

"To the extent that Larson

- 2 -

suggests that sovereign immunity bars all suits based on actions
that state officials claim to be within the scope of official
authority, it is not necessary or appropriate to read that rule

]biJ

into the Eleventh Amendment." ~ He thereby rejects not only
the standard reading of Larson, but also the very reading of
Larson contained in both the plurality opinion and the dissent,
50 U.S.L.Wy at 5067-68, in Treasure Salvors.

HURST3 SALLY-POW

lfp/ss 09/29/83
PERSONAL

81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman
Dear Chief:
In

preparation

I

have

focused primarily on a

reexamination of Pennhurst.

The

case

constitutional question.

presents

a

major

Court accepts John's

for

views,

next

week's

cases,

there will be

If the

little

force

left in the Eleventh Amendment.
In view of your willingness to exchange . views
with me, I enclose a memorandum that I hope you will find
helpful.

Although the memorandum was prepared primarily

by one of my new clerks,

he and

together in its preparation.

I have worked closely

At my request, he reviewed

every case relied upon by John and me in our respective
J

draft

opinions.

conclusions

I

reached

think
in

the

you

will

find

memorandum

are

that

,

tbe

strongly

supported both on principle and judicial authority.
I

do

not

suggest,

Chief,

that

there

is

no

authority supporting John's view that a federal court exercising pendent jurisdiction - may ignore the Eleventh
Amendment.

I do make two statements unequivocally:

(i)

the cases relied upon by John did not expressly address

2.

and

hold

against
state

that
a

the

state

law;

and

Eleventh

official
(ii}

Amendment

for

permits

prospective

the cases he cites,

a

suit

relief

under

quoting dicta,

were early decisions and the theory on which they relied
was specifically addressed and rejected in Larson.
Larson was decided

in 1949,

Since

I know of no case that even

arguably supports the reasoning of John's draft.
I

add

convenience

only a
a

goal

pendent

jurisdiction

however,

presents

word
we

about

all

In

support.

promotes
a

judicial economy and

this

goal.

constitutional

many

cases,

This

case,
Pendent

issue.

jurisdiction is a judge-made prudential rule based on the
general language of Article III.

The Eleventh Amendment

is an explicit jurisdictional limitation on Article III.
Moreover,

in any balancing of prudential considerations,
,
public policy - as well as the principles of federalis~ -

-

weigh heavily in favor of the Amendment.
Larson,
least

as
as

outmoded

it is argued
I

rejected

implicitly in JPS's opinion

read

it},

that

concept

that

should

application.
in

It was argued in

This

identical

Larson

(opinion

sovereign
be

restricted

argument
written

immunity

by

was

is

(at
an

in

its

made

and

Chief

Justice

Vinson and joined by Black, Douglas, Murphy and Reed, with

3.

Rutledge

concurring) :

"the

principal

of

sovereign

immunity is supported by the strongest reasons of public
policy".

337

u.s.,

at 703, 704.

Although Larson involved

federal immunity, its holding and reasoning apply also to
state immunity.

See memo p. 6.

Finally, we retained the comity issue in setting
this case
and

Sandra

for

reargument.

were

the

only

Unless the votes change, you
Justices

who

expressed

any

interest in a comity resolution, and Sandra subsequently
concluded we should decide the Eleventh Amendment issue.
As

I

indicated in our correspondence in June, comity in

practice is a "chancellor's foot" doctrine.
boundaries

are

ill

defined,

it

inhibits litigation.
Sincerely,
The Chief Justice

invites

Because its
rather

than

09/29/83
Powell Chambers

MEMORANDUM

!. !v'~f~kt)
81-2101 Pennhurst State School & Hosp. v. Halderman

RE:

In light of the divergent views of past precedents taken in
the draft opinion by JUSTICE POWELL (LFP) and the dissent by JUSTICE STEVENS

(JPS),

this memorandum summarizes a re-examination

of the cases debated

(chiefly in the footnotes)

in the two opin-

ions.
The memorandum reaffirms the following conclusions:

( i) the

cases cited by JPS do not control the Eleventh Amendment issue
presented in this case;

(ii)

permitting suits such as this one

would be directly contrary to this Court's recent Eleventh Amendment and sovereign immunity cases; and (iii) pendent jurisdiction
cannot properly be relied upon to provide jurisdiction that the
Eleventh Amendment explicitly
eludes
force

in addition that

takes

away.

The memorandum con-

if suits against state officers to en-

state law are permitted,

either as a direct exception to

the Eleventh Amendment or because of pendent jurisdiction,
will be no principled basis for

there

finding any significant present

force in the Eleventh Amendment.
1.

The question is still open.

none of the early cases
controlling.
a

suit

There are three reasons why

relied upon by JPS can be regarded as

First, practically none of them squarely holds that

against

a

state

official

for

prospective

relief

under

paye

L..

state law is not barred by the Eleventh Amendment.

Second, the

theory on which

rejected

these cases

rely was definitively

Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp., 337
Third,

probably for

these

two reasons,

u.s.

in

682 (1949).

none of these cases has

been thought to have any force as Eleventh Amendment doctrine for
over thirty years.
The cases JPS cites divide

into two categories:

discuss the Eleventh Amendment question for
cited,

and those

that do not.

those that

which they are now

With regard to those cases that

discuss the Eleventh Amendment issue, the important point is that
all of

them--with

infra--are

the possible

distinguishable

from

except ions noted
the

present

pronouncements JPS quotes are broad dicta. 1

in

footnote

case,

and

2

the

These cases all fall

1 JPS's broad reading of the language in these cases is also
subject to dispute.
First, that language must be understood in
terms of the pleading rules of the day. See, e.g., Scully v.
Bird, 209 u.s. 481, 485-486 (1908). The reason these actions
were not to be "dismissed at the threshold" for lack of
jurisdiction, see JPS dissent at 12, is that such a dismissal
looked only to the allegations of the complaint.
If the
complaint alleged an individual tortious action unconnected to
the officer's authority, the court presumptively had jurisdiction
of the cause unless the state officer could show that his actions
were within his authority. The cases nevertheless maintained the
essential distinction between suits alleging wrongful
administration of a statute, which were barred, and those
alleging individual torts, which were presumptively ultra vires.
See, e.g., Hopkins v. Clemson Agricultural College, 221 U.S. 636,
647 (1911) (there was jurisdiction because the action did not
allege a wrong "committed in the prosecution of any governmental
function"; the College "was not acting in any governmental
capacity"); Cunningham v. Macon & B. R. Co., 109 u.s. 446, 452
(1883) (when officer is sued in tort, "he is not sued as, or
because he is, the officer of the government, but as an
individual"); id., at 453 (a suit alleging wrongful exercise of
governmental discretion is barred).
Second, the language JPS cites by no means represented
Footnote continued on next page.

into one or

the

other of the

two

recognized exceptions to the

rule that suits against state officials are suits against states:
the plaintiffs in these cases alleged eithei . acts by state officials completely ultra vires their authority or actions contrary
to the federal Constitution. 2

settled doctrine. To the contrary, a number of cases from the
same period suggest in holdings and dicta a rule like that set
forth in LFP's opinion, disallowing state-law cases against state
officers from being heard in federal court.
See, e.g., In re
Ayers, 123 u.s. 443, 503-503 (1887) (suit alleging only a breach
of the state's contract by state officials barred by the Eleventh
Amendment); Allen v. Baltimore & 0. R.R., 114 U.S. 311, 316
(1885) (the exercise of jurisdiction to remedy constitutional
violations "is to vindicate the supremacy of the Constitution,
and to maintain the integrity of the powers and rights which it
confers and secures").
2 E.g., Hopkins v. Clemson Agricultural College, 221 U.S.
636, 642 (1911) (question presented was whether a municipal
corporation could claim the state's sovereign immunity in a
proceeding alleging that it had "damage[d] or take[n] property
without due process of law"); Reagan v. Farmers' Loan & Trust
Co., 154 u.s. 362, 390-391, 396, 399, 410 (1894) (challenges to
railroad rates were on constitutional grounds; also, the state
had waived immunity); Poindexter v. Greenhow, 114 u.s. 279, 288
( 1885) (challenge was that law unconstitutionally impaired
obligation of contract). See also Cunningham v. Macon & B. R.R.,
109 U.S. 446 (1883) (suit held to be against state, so that
jurisdiction was lacking).
Two cases cited by JPS--Scully and Johnson v. Lankford, 245
U.S. 541 (1918)--do not fit comfortably into either of these two
categories (although Scully arguably was an ultra vires case).
Nevertheless, they have little precedential value.
The holding
in Scully appears to turn importantly on the fact that the Court
was confined to the allegations of the complaint in reversing the
grant of a dismissal. See supra note 1.
It also appears that
the Court in Scully adhered to the now-discarded theory that a
suit is against a state for jurisdictional purposes only if the
state is a named party.
Id., at 485-486.
In Lankford no brief
in opposition was filed.
Moreover, the case was a suit for money
damages and was thus overruled by Edelman v. Jordan, 415 u.s. 651
(1974).
In any case, this Court has recognized the somewhat
quirky nature of these cases and has not cited either of them
since Larson was decided in 1949.

Other cases did allow a suit to be brought against state officials for prospective relief under state law, even though the
allegations did not fall

into one of the well-recognized excep-

tions, but none of these so much as mentions the Eleventh Amendment in connection with the state-law claims. 3
pear

These cases ap-

to have relied on the doctrine of pendent jurisdiction to

establish jurisdiction over the state law claims, not considering
whether that doctrine might have a different scope when applied
to suits against the state.

When old decisions do not appear to

have given full consideration to a constitutional question later
found to be important, the Court has not hesitated to depart from
them.
ruling,

See Edelman v. Jordan, 415 u.s. 651, 670-671 (1974)
inter alia, Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 u.s. 618

(over-

(1969), on

this ground) .4

3 see Lee v. Bickell, 292 u.s. 415 (1934); Glenn v. Field
Packing C~ 290 u.s. 177 (1933) (per curiam); Davis v. Wallace,
257 u.s. 478 (1922); Greene v. Louisville & Interurban R.R. Co.,
244 u.s. 499 (1917); Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. v. Greene,
244 u.s. 522 (1917); Illinois C. R.R. v. Greene, 244 u.s. 555
(1917). See also Siler v. Louisville & N. R.R., 213 u.s. 175,
195-196 (1908) (ultra vires case, Eleventh Amendment question
neither briefed nor adressed).
4 Moreover, it appears that all of the cases in this latter
class were before long placed beyond the power of the federal
courts. They were all actions to enjoin the collection of state
taxes, and, if brought today, they would presumably be barred by
the subsequently enacted Tax Injunction Act of 1937, 28 u.s.c.
§1341: "The district courts shall not enjoin, suspend, or
restrain the assessment, levy or collection of any tax under
State law where a plain, speedy and efficient remedy may be had
in the courts of such State." Congress pased this law in order
to remedy the previous federal interference in state fiscal
operations, see Rosewell v. LaSalle Nat'l Bank, 450 u.s. 503,
522, 526-527 (1981), a consideration "just as compelling today as
[it was] in 1937," id., at 527.
Footnote continued on next page.
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In addition, all of the cases cited by JPS are of little or
no precedential force for the further reason that they could not
possibly have contemplated the kind of extraordinary relief ordered by the federal courts in the present case.

As we know from

the

relief

several

Pennhurst

cases,

the

against Pennsylvania empowered a

injunctive

awarded

federal court to take over the

administration of a major state institution as well as the expenditure of many millions of dollars of state funds.

In contrast,

the cases relied upon in JPS's dissent involved no such comprehensive intrusion upon a state's traditional responsibilities.
Even if these early cases were not distinguishable or had not
been overruled on their facts,

the theory of sovereign immunity

on which they rely has been definitively rejected by this Court
in a closely related context.

The theory is that a state offi-

cial who acts contrary to state law is acting without authority,
and

therefore

is being

sued

in his private capacity.

See JPS

Under the act, all the tax cases cited by JPS most likely
would be sent back to the state courts for decision. The "plain,
speedy and efficient" standard has been held to be considerably
more stringent than the equity standard under which the adequacy
of state law remedies was evaluated in prior cases.
Id., at 526.
More important, the prior equity standard did not take into
account injunctive remedies available under state law, as the Act
requires the federal courts to do.
Id., at 534 & n.7 (Stevens,
J., dissenting).
Prior to 1937, sta~statutes commonly provided
for enjoining a tax if it was invalid, id., at 523 (quoting H.R.
Rep. No. 1503, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1937)), and state courts
in any case entertained bills to enjoin collection of taxes or
compel refunds where the remedies at law would require a
multiplicity of suits or were otherwise inadequate, see, e.g. ,
Stratton v. St. Louis s.w. Ry., 284 u.s. 530, 532 (1932) (citing
See
state cases).
Similar provisions appear to exist today.
Rosewell, 450 u.s., at 508 nn. 6 & 7.

.~..- -

dissent at 13-19.

:J-

-

...

Faced with an identical claim in the case of a

federal officer acting contrary to federal
jected this theory in Larson.

law,

this Court re-

Recognizing "the conflict in doc-

trine," the Court ruled that a government officer's action may be
regarded as so illegal as to override sovereign immunity "only if
it

is not within

the officer's

statutory powers or,

if within

those powers, only if the powers or their exercise in the partieular case, are constitutionally void."
claim of error

in the exercise of

not sufficient."

337

u.s.,

at 701-702.

[the officer's]

power

"A

is

Id., at 690.

Although Larson

involved the

federal government's

sovereign

immunity, and not the states', our cases have recognized no distinction between the two doctrines.
State
(1982)

v.

Treasure

Salvors,

Inc.,

See, e.g., Florida Dept. of
50

U.S.L.W.

5056,

5060

n.21

("' [I]t cannot be doubted that the question whether a par-

ticular suit is one against the State, within the meaning of the
Constitution, must depend upon the same principles that determine
whether a particular

suit

(quoting Tindal

v.

Wesley,

case,

no

reason

there

is

is one against the United States.'")
167
to

U.S.

think

204,
that

213
the

(1897)).
state

In

any

governments

would have less protection in federal court than does the federal
government.
opposite.

Principles of federalism would, in fact, suggest the
Moreover, the two-part analysis of Larson was invoked

just last Term in an in rem suit against the State of Florida.
Treasure Salvors.
The contract nature of the claim in Larson also does not distinguish

that

case.

Again,

one would

think

that

the

far more

intrusive extraordinary relief granted by the court below in this
case would be more likely to be barred by sovereign immunity than
the specific performance on a contract that
The distinction has

in any case

been

~~s

sought in Larson.

rejected.

See Malone v.

Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643, 648 (1962); Georgia Railroad & Banking Co.
v . Redwine , 3 4 2 U. S . 2 9 9 , 3 0 5-3 0 6 ( 19 52) •
Finally,

and

most

important,

none

of these

cases has been

relied upon in an Eleventh Amendment context for at least a generation.

These are long d e ad cases that have not previously been

attributed the importance that JPS gives to them.
cited most often.

Siler has been

But until JPS's proposed dissent of last Term,

no member of the Court had ever explicitly linked Siler with the
Eleventh

Amendment

in

a

published

opinion.

Since

1949,

when

Larson was decided, no case citing Siler has raised any Eleventh
Amendment questions.

The few that are against state officials do

not raise any state law claims.

Siler has come to be cited only

for the Ashwander doctrine of avoiding constitutional questions,
or for

the Osborn-Gibbs rule allowing decision of all questions

in a case. 5

Similarly, none of the other cases cited by JPS has

5 see, e.g., Wolston v. Re ader's Digest Assn., Inc., 443
u.s. 157, 160 n.2 (1979) ("[T]he general principle [is] that
dispositive issues of statutory and local law are to be treated
before reaching constitutional issues.
E.g., ... Siler .... ");
Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 u.s. 111, 122 (1979) (Burger, C.J.)
("Our practice is to avoid reaching constitutional questions if a
dispositive nonconstitutional ground is available. See, e.g.,
Siler •..• "); Hagans v. Lavine, 415 u.s. 528, 546 (1974) ("the
state issues should be decided first and because these claims
were dispositive, federal questions need not be reached" (citing
Siler)); Zschernig v. Miller, 389 u.s. 429, 444 (1968) (Harlan,
J., concurring) (quoting As h wa nd e r's cite to Siler); Textile
Footnote continued on next page.

been cited since 1949 for the proposition he says they support. 6
None of these cases, moreover, has been mentioned in any of the
Eleventh Amendment cases decided since 1949.
Salvors; Fitzpatrick v.

Bitzer,

u.s.

427

See, e.g., Treasure

445

(1976); Edelman v.

Jordan; Employees v. Missouri Public Health & Welfare Dept., 411

u.s.

279 (1973).
In sum,

this Court has

never

squarely . held,

in an opinion

that considers the Eleventh Amendment,

that that provision per-

mits

barred

the

kind

courts under
would

of

suits

that would

LFP 's opinion.

contradict

the

More

Court's

be

important,

more

recent

from

the

federal

a contrary result
sovereign

immunity

cases, either overruling without explanation the cases that hold
federal and state sovereign immunity to be identical, or overruling the square holding of Larson and undermining the analysis of
Treasure Salvors.

By contrast,

if

the

result

reached

in LFP's

opinion questions any cases, they are far older and of little or
no

present vitality.

Workers Union v. Lincoln Mills, 353 u.s. 448, 483 (1957)
(Frankfurter, J., dissenting) (In pendent jurisdiction cases,
"federal courts may pass on state grounds for recovery that are
joined to a federal ground." See ... Siler .... ).
6 E.g., Lankford (never cited); Hopkins (never cited);
Greene (cited once for proposition that court will decide pendent
state law claims to avoid constitutional question); Scully (never
cited); Reagan (cited for proposition that unconstitutional
action is not action of state); Poindexter (same); Glenn (cited
only for proposition that Court should avoid resting decision on
state law since interpretation might be supplanted by state court
decision); Lee v. Bickell (only cited in cases in which the
pendent claim was a federal rather than a state one) ; Davis
(same).

2.
JPS

1

S

Sovereign

immunity

bars

suits

to

enforce

state

law.

main line of attack is that a suit alleging that state of-

ficials

have

bar red by

violated

the

the

Eleventh

law--either

Amendment.

As

was considered and rejected by Larson.

federal or

state--is not

indicated,

this approach

The Court there cogently

noted that this theory "confuses the doctrine of sovereign immunity with the requirement that a plaintiff state a cause of action."

u.s.,

337

In addition,

at 692-693.
such a

rule

would

be contrary

to the Court 1 s

recent Eleventh Amendment jurisprudence, and would ultimately sap
the Amendment of any force.
parte Young,

209

u.s.

123

The primary conflict is over how Ex
(1908}, is explained.

JPS 1 s theory is

that a state officer acting illegally is stripped of his authority.

This approach is far broader than the explanation offered

by any recent case.

The orthodox explanation for that case was

summed up in Edelman v. Jordan,

415

u.s.

651,

664

(1974}:

"This

holding has permitted the Civil War Amendments to the Constitution to serve as a

sword,

rather

than merely as a

those whom they were designed to protect."
limitation

of

the

Eleventh

shield,

for

The theory is that a

Amendment--allowing

suits

that

are

plainly against the state--was necessary to ensure that federal
law was vindicated.

See C.

Sovereign Immunity 142-143
of

theoretical

niceties.

Jacobs,
(1972}.

Under

The Eleventh Amendment and
This is not merely a matter

JPS 1 s

proposed holding

in this

case,

the Eleventh Amendment would, on the face of things, con-

tinue

to bar

two kinds of actions

(other than suits naming the

state as a party}: diversity actions against state officials, and

Jf2~

l!cll:lt!

suits for damages against state officials.
JPS's

opinion,

however,

principled support.
thority

when

he

neither

If a

acts

of

these

state officer

illegally

in

an

.LUo

Under the theory of
prohibitions

has

any

is stripped of his auinjunctive

suit

brought

under pendent jurisdiction, there is no reason he is not stripped
of his authority in actions seeking damages or in diversity actions.

Presumably neither of

long-lived,

therefore,

and

these prohibitions would be very

the

Eleventh

Amendment

effectively

would have been read out of the Constitution.
3.

Pendent

jurisdiction

does

not

supply

that is excluded by the Eleventh Amendment.
case acknowledged or

assumed

that

the

jurisdiction

Although CA3 in this

the state-law claim standing

alone would be bar red by the Eleventh Amendment,

it found that

the doctrine of pendent jurisdiction supplies the federal courts
with power to decide such claims.

This theory is theoretically

and

jurisdiction,

practically

unsound.

Pendent

essentially

a

doctrine of expediency and efficiency, should not be allowed to
override the explicit constitutional command that the states be
immune.

Pendent

jurisdiction

is

a

prudential doctrine

derived

from the general Art.

III language conferring power to hear all

"cases" arising

federal

Gibbs,

383

u.s.,

under

at 725.

law and between diverse parties.

By any standard of construction, this

general language should give way to the far more specific language of the subsequently adopted Eleventh Amendment, which explicitly

excludes

against the states.

from

the

judicial

power

suits

prosecuted

Any contrary ruling would as surely, though

ina irectly,

obliterate

the Eleventh Amendment as would allowing

these suits under the Amendment itself.
Such a reading may well result in more federal claims being
brought

in

state

claims.

That

court,

is

or,

less

not uncommon

in

likely,

this

in

area.

bifurcation

of

Under Edelman,

a

suit for money damages against state officials must be brought in
state court.
state

Under

the

abstention doctrine,

law are commonly referred

sulting

in

far

been brought

greater

there

in

issues of

to the state courts

waste and
the

unclear

first

uncertainty
place).

than

Moreover ,

(often reif

they had
it

is

not

clear to me that allowing federal intrusion into state governance
does not have pitfalls of its own.
319

u.s.

315,

327-332

(1943)

See Burford v. Sun Oil Co.,

(recounting confusion and conflict

sown in East Texas oil fields by federal court rulings on state
law, resulting in special sessions of the legislature, a declaration of martial law, and constantly shifting administrative policy).

In addition,

venience,

the considerations of "judicial economy, con-

and fairness"

risdiction, Gibbs,

383

that govern the exercise of pendent ju-

u.s.

at 725, will themselves sow wasteful

litigation that would be avoided by a clear jurisdictional standard.
In any event, this Court's recent cases exclude the position
that

prudential

considerations

of

judicial

economy

and

conve-

nience are sufficient to justify subverting an explicit limitation imposed by the Constitution.

In Edelman,

for example, the

District Court exercised pendent jurisdiction in hearing the federal statutory claims,

415

u.s.,

at 653 n.l,

but that did not

override the Eleventh Amendment ban on suits for money damages.
Cf. Aldinger v. Howard, 427

u.s.

1, 14-15 (1976)

(judicial econo-

my does not override jurisdictional bar on pendent parties).
recent case has been found to the contrary.
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September 29, 1983
PERSONAL
81-2101 Pennhurst v. Halderman

Dear Chief:
In preparation for next week's cases, I have focused primarily on a reexamination of Pennhurst. The case
presents a major constitutional question. If the Court accepts ~ohn's views, there will he little force left in the
Eleventh Amendment.
In view of your willingness to exchanqe views with
me, T enclose a memorandum thC~t I hope VC\U will find helpful. Althouqh the me:tflorandum was prepared primari.lv by one
of my new clerks, he and I have worked closely together in
its preparation. At my request, he reviewed everv case reli.ed upon bv ..John ano me in our respective draft opinions.
I think vou will find that the conclusions reached in the
memorandum are stronqly supported both on principle and judicial authority.
I do not suggest, Chief, that there is no authority supporting John's view that a federal court - exercising
pendent jurisdiction - may ignore the Eleventh Amenc1ment. I
do make two statements unequivocallv: (i) the cases relied
upon by ~ohn did not expressly address and hold that the
Eleventh Amendment permits a suit against a state official
for prosPective relief under state law1 and (ii) thP cases
he cites, quotinq dicta, were early decisions and the theory
on which they relied was specjfically addressed and rejected
in Larson. Since Larson was decided in 1.949, I know of no
casP. that even arguably supports the reasoning of John's
draft.
In addition, John's treat.ment of r.arson in his
draft dissent is flatly it"'consistent with his treatment of
that cas@ only a year earlier in his plurality opinion for
the Court in Florida De artment of State v. Treasure
Salvors, !nc. -an opinton which you _oined. In Treasure
Salvors, John stressed that Larson controls the issue of
Eleventh Amendment immunity when state officials are sued in
federal court for alleged viol~tions of state law. 50
U.S.L.W. 5056, 5061 (1982). John stated the test in Treas-

2.

ure Salvors as whether t.he conduct was "undertaken without
any authoritv whatever." 50 u.s.L.W., at 5063. In his proposed dissent in Pennhurst, however, John simply repudiates
Larson as "nothinq more than a simple contract dispute ~P.
qardinq the sale of surplus government property," without
relevance beyond that context. ~JPS dissent, at 16-17, n.
17. He goes on to state: "To the extent that Larson suggests that sovereign immunity bars all suits based on actionR that state officials claim to be within the scope of
official author:ity, it i.s not necessary or appropriate to
read that rule into the Eleventh Amendment." !bid. He
thereby rejects not only the standard reading of Larson, but
also the very reading of Larson contained in both the plurality opinion and the dissent, 50 u.s.L.W., at 5067-68, in
Treasure Salvors.
Even if Larson had not rejecte~ the theory relied
upon by John, our recent Eleventh Amendment cases have definitively done so. If, as John says, a state official is
stripperl of his authority when he acts contrary to st~te l~w
so that he may be sued as an individual in equity, there is
no basis for saying that an official cannot be sued for damages at law. If he is stripped of his authority in the one
action, he should be as well in the other. Yet Edelman v.
Jordan explicitly bars the latter action. John's opinion
would thus under.mine the vitality of that nine-year-olo decision.
'
I add only a word about judicial economy a.nd convenience - a goal we all support. ln many cases, pendent
jurisdiction promotes this goal. ~ut, pendent jurisdiction
is a judge-made prudential rule based on the general 1anguaqe of Article III. The Eleventh Ame~nment is an explicit
jurisdictional limitation on Article III. The narrow language of the Amendment should control the general. Moreover, in any balancing of prudential considerations, public
policy - as well as the principles of federalism - weigh
heavily in favor of the Amendment. JPS's implici.t argument
that sovereign immunity is an outmoded concept that should
be restricted in its application was made and rejected in
Larson: "the principal of sovereign immunity is supported
by the strongest reasons of public policy". 337 u.s., at
703, 704 (opinion written by Chief Justice Vinson and joined
by Black, Douglas, Murphy and Reed, with Rutledge concurring). Although r.arson involved federal immunity, its holding and reasoning applv also to state immunity. See memo p.
6.
Fi.nally, we retained the comi.ty i.ssue in settinq
this case for rearqument. Unless the votes change, you and
Sandra were the only Justices who expresse~ any interest in

J
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a comity resolution, and San~ra subsequently concluded we
should oecide the Eleventh Amendment issue. As I inoicated
in our correspondence in June, comity in practice is a
"chancellor's foot" doctrine. Becauae its boundaries are
ill defined, it invites rather than inhibits litigation.
Sincerely,

The Chief Justice

